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50remote engagement ideas
FOR TEAM MEETINGS AND VIRTUAL EVENTS

College Spirit Day
Wear a hat, shirt, or 
show a spirit item 

on camera!

365escape.com
Play an online escape 

game together.

playingcards.io
Play virtual Cards 
Against Humanity

oneminutemysteries.com
Play 1-minute mysteries 

jigsawpuzzles.io
Collaborate on an online, 
multiplayer jigsaw puzzle. 

Play “Never Have I Ever”
Make up your own 

questions!

Book Club
Pick a book or make a book 
recommendation to share

Everyone must tell a 
joke, or open each 

meeting with a new joke

Group walk
Hold your Zoom meeting 
while everyone is walking 

around their neighborhood.

Progressive Story Telling
On a shared google doc, each 

team member adds a 
sentence to the story. 

Desk-side Garden Competition
Everyone pick a seed to start 

with and show off its growth at 
each meeting. 

Zoom Zoo
Assign each team member an 

origami animal to research,  make 
and bring to the next meeting.

Bear Hunt
Bring a teddy 

bear on screen.

Bring in a 5-minute 
meditation instructor.

Haute Jamz
Bring in a DJ to 

spin online!

Stretch Break
Bring in a yoga 

teacher, or just run 
it yourself!

Puppy party! 
Bring your dog to 

the camera.

Potluck Baking Challenge 
(and bring the recipe!)

Have your team decorate a 
paper bag to wear over their 
heads to the next meeting.

#huglife Haute Box 
Order one for your attendees 
pre-event and use the items 

throughout your remote experience

Zoom Host Practice
Give each member of your team “host” 

powers and have them facilitate a training 
or 5 minute class of their choosing

Stay At Home Heroes
Wear a superhero mask or 
costume to the meeting.

Pictionary
Play Pictionary 
using the Zoom 

whiteboard.

In-home Scavenger Hunt
Grab your favorite kitchen 
utensil, put your nearest 

human on screen.

Virtual Wine Tasting
Keep it generic so everyone has 
a similar grape, like Chardonnay 

or Malbec

Conversation Roulette 
Create breakout rooms and 

randomly assign people in Zoom.

Screen Scrabble
Everyone brings a letter to show on 

screen and you have to make as many 
words as you can from the letters.

Revitalized Pokemon GO 
Show the leaderboard at every staff 
meeting (it’s been revamped to find 

more things in your home!)

Teach A Magic 
Trick

Play 
20 Questions

Name That Tune

Video Conference 
Bingo

Trivia Games Group Workout

Arts and Crafts

Host A 
Talent Show! Crazy Hat Day!

Host a Tiger 
King-themed 

meeting

Virtual Group 
Museum Tour
bit.ly/2Va1Bpz

Play Bingo!

Origami Lesson Charades!Netflix Watch 
Party

catanuniverse.com
Play Settlers of 
Catan online.

typingtest.com 
Challenge everyone to 

a typing test and 
create a leaderboard

LEGO 
Build Challenge

Best Virtual 
Background Contest

Virtual 
"Paint Night"

Class

Cocktail 
Mixing Class

Cooking Demonstration
Host a live virtual cooking 

demo with a chef.


